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Revenge Porn: Explained

CRIME AND COURT

of SEXTORTION?

A CRIMINAL law expert predicts a “flood” of revenge porn 
cases through the courts in the wake of legislation passed in 
August.
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New reven^ pom laws will 
result in a nood’ of eases going 
through the courts
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Distributing compromising nude photos through social media is now a 
criminal act and Bill Potts, founding director of Potts Lawyers and former 
Queensland Law Society president, says as police familiarise themselves 
with the legislation more cases will end up in court.

Another concerned the risk of someone being charged for producing, 
possessing and distributing child pornography, even if the photo was is 
only of themselves.

Mr Potts said the issue would contain “grey areas” for a period, especially 
with youth under 18 who due to being from a technology and social media 
generation, were more prone to sending sexual images.

“I haven’t had any that have been charged under the new legislation but I 
expect there’ll be a flood,” he said.
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“It’s also the type of matter. While it is prevalent and ubiquitous, it is often 
difficult to prove because of the capacity for people to hide under fake 
identities.”
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“It’s about police becoming aware of the legislation and being trained in 
the evidentiary necessities to prove it - remembering this is an area where 
you need to have significant knowledge of cyber procedures.

Criminal Lawyer Bill Potts pictured in his Southport Offices . Picture Mike Batterham
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Emily said she was reluctant at 
first but was convinced by his 
promises that nobody would ever 
see them but him. Soon after she 
found that was not the case.

She said she was in a relationship with a fellow student who convinced her 
to send graphic images of her breasts using a selfie camera and also a full
length naked mirror photo with her hand touching her genitalia.

She said the boy, who she broke up with, was handed a short suspension 
and was back at school soon after.

As part of Bulletin investigations, a young woman - Emily (not her real 
name) - was interviewed about a revenge porn incident in her final year of 
high school.

“It was the hardest time I’ve ever
been through because everyone thought I was a slut. My boyfriend lied and 
hurt me so bad. Everyone had seen me naked, including the last people on 
earth you want to see you naked.

“The teachers found out, my 
parents were called. They saw the 
pictures too.

“Only a few days after, I 
remember one of my friends 
coming up to me and saying that 
her boyfriend had been sent 
photos of me,” she said.

“But the worst part is it always resurfaces. It feels like every few months it 
gets around again or someone brings it up behind my back.”

“It spread so fast, everyone saw 
me naked.

“She said my boyfriend had sent it 
to a boys’ group chat on Facebook 
that had about 20 guys in it, most 
of them from my school.

O Sexting is the act of taking naked photos of 
yourself and sending them to others. Photo: 
Russell Shakespeare



Fiona Grieve, a social media senior counsellor with Kids Help Line, said a 
significantly greater number of teens had been seeking help and requesting 
information about sexting this year.

From the first to third quarters this year, the number of inquiries rose from
7000 to 12,500 per quarter.

She said aside from the criminal aspects, sending a sext was always a risk 
as the sender had no idea where the material would go.

“I will feel anxious and paranoid about this my whole life and he’s just 
totally fine.”

“When you send a sext you don’t know what’s going to happen next,” she 
said.

“Some risks are that it’s shared without your knowledge or consent or 
threats being made to distribute that photo.

“I think the new law is a good thing ... I don’t think he was punished 
enough,” she said.

“It can cause a huge amount of distress for a young person who has 
experienced this.”
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